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Aspen Brown (405)

Grayne’s natural look is
not only striking, it is also

One-of-a-kind
Grayne’s 5" White Cedar Shingle offers the charm
of natural cedar with none of the maintenance.
The shingle’s graining patterns create natural
depth and shadows for a striking on-house
appearance. Grayne’s sharp, crisp edges and dual
offset installation provide the most authentic look
possible, from up close and from the curb.
Its absolute color technology recreates the color
differentiation found only in natural cedar shingles.
Its natural molded keyways cast shadows that mimic
the splendor of real cedar siding. It’s the perfect
high-end, low-maintenance solution for
any homeowner.
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Cape Grey (401)

Lakeside Blue (403)

Aspen Brown (405)
Paintable (997)

COLOR
Palette

Autumn Shade (402)

Find the

Perfect Match
for your project.

What makes natural cedar shingles so striking is the
color variance found in the woodgrain. That’s why
Grayne offers six warm and welcoming cedar colors
Ridge Moss (404)

that have light and dark points like cedar found in
nature. Ranging from stained looks to aged cedar,
it’s easy to find the perfect match for any project.
Don’t see a color you are looking for? Customize
with your favorite color by using Grayne’s
paintable shingle.

Actual colors may vary from printed representation.
Homestead Red (406)

PAINT READY
for your project

Grayne Paintable shingle allows for superior paint adhesion
with its innovative proprietary surface treatment. Made from
a rigid PVC composite which is impervious to moisture, it is a
great choice for any homeowner’s custom color choice.
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Paintable (997) *

Climate conditions can affect natural cedar to show signs of

AUTHENTIC
Keyways
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cupping and curling due to inadequate joint/keyway spacing
and expansion/contraction. With Grayne 5" shingle there is
none of that, deep keyways create pronounced shadows that
ensure a lasting true cedar look on your home.

Finish with

TRIMBOARD

Finish the look
with the right

Accessory
Providing aesthetic advantages, and a look that
will last a lifetime, Grayne offers moisture-resistant
cellular PVC products to create attention grabbing
features that have outstanding performance against
nature. And since they don’t splinter, rot, delaminate
or swell, they can be installed in direct contact
with the ground. You can choose to stick with their
brilliant white paint color or paint them to match
any surrounding elements.
Trimboard - 5/4" x 4" x 10'
Corner Board - 5/4" x 4" x 10'
10' Starter Strip
For more information please visit Grayne.com.

* Note: Sherwin WIlliams Color (6435), no color variations when painted.

Natural cedar is beautiful. With Grayne Engineered Composite

PERFORMANCE

Shingle, you get the same beauty with none of the maintenance. Grayne was designed to keep its shape over time,
and is easy to clean and maintain. It will look as spectacular
as the day it was installed.
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Tuscan Gold (452)

Homestead Red (406)
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